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HHMI Faculty Fellows for Equitable Learning, 2022

HHMI Faculty Fellows work with Sheridan Center staff to examine the extent to which student experiences and learning in their courses are equitable for members of different identity groups with particular attention to differences across racialized groups. With this information, HHMI Faculty Fellows adapt and assess evidence-based practices towards more equitable learning.

For more information, please visit: brown.edu/go/SheridanELI

Carlos Aizenman
Neuroscience

Rachel Friedberg
Economics

Mark Johnson
Bio Med Molecular, Cellular Biology Biochemistry

Xinsheng Sean Ling
Physics

Jesse Morin
Chemistry

Charles Morton
Chemistry

Meenakshi Narain
Physics

Brenda Rubenstein
Chemistry

Ashley Webb
Bio Med Molecular, Cellular Biology Biochemistry

Data Science Course Design Institute, 2021

The Data Science Course Design Institute focuses on expanding knowledge of data science education strategies, integrating data science into existing course learning outcomes, and planning course-based data science activities. For more information, please visit: brown.edu/go/data-science/dscdi

Ehsan Barati
Chemistry

Ashley Champagne
American Studies

Jonathan Fine
German Studies

Karianne Bergen
Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences

Zachary Dunseth
Archaeology and the Ancient World

Elsa Belmont Flores
Center for Language Studies/German Studies
Seminar for Transformation around Anti-Racist Teaching

Intergenerational department change teams meet over several months to advance anti-racist principles in their teaching, learning, and curriculum development.

For more information, please visit: brown.edu/go/SheridanSTART

Chemistry
Jesse Morin
Brenda Rubenstein
Danielle Blum
Thedoe Nyunt
Micah Selengut

Classics
Graham Oliver
Mac Carley
Ayanna Tafe

Hispanic Studies
Eva Gómez García
Mai Hunt
Tess Renker

Mindfulness Center
Roman Palitsky
Jeffrey Proulx
Kelly O’Brien
Erin Woo

Music
Emily Dolan
Melody Chapin
Katherine Freeze
Alexander Hardan

Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
Jessica Plavicki
Layra Cintrón-Rivera
Rekha Dhillon-Richardson

Portuguese and Brazilian Studies
Leila Lehnen
Kevin Ennis
Luisana Guerrero
Junior Faculty Teaching Fellows, 2021-22

This yearlong, cohort-based learning community provides the opportunity for a small group of junior faculty from across the disciplines to come together to reflect upon and discuss their teaching and their students’ learning with Sheridan staff.

For more information, please visit: brown.edu/go/JFF

Roman Fieman
Cognitive, Linguistic and Psychological Sciences

Stéphanie Gaillard
French and Francophone Studies

Bradford Gibbs
Economics

Ainsley LeSure
Africana Studies

Patience Mayo
Health Services, Policy and Practice

Iván Ramos
Theater Arts and Performance Studies

Mauro Rodriguez
Engineering

Ritambhara Singh
Computer Science

Provost Faculty Teaching Fellows, 2020-22

The Provost’s Faculty Teaching Fellows are a cohort of senior faculty who serve to enhance the culture of teaching and learning at Brown.

For more information, please visit: brown.edu/go/Sheridan_PFTF

Ruth Colwill
Cognitive, Linguistic, and Psychological Sciences

Sylvia Kuo
Economics

Monica Linden
Neuroscience

Patricia Sobral
Portuguese and Brazilian Studies

Jonathan Readey
Nonfiction Writing Program, English

James Valles
Physics
Dean of the Faculty Awards

Presented by Dean Kevin McLaughlin

The Faculty Teaching Excellence Awards recognize Brown faculty members for sustained and continued excellence in undergraduate teaching.

**Philip J. Bray Award for Excellence in Teaching in the Physical Sciences**

Bena Tshishiku  
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

**William G. McLoughlin Award for Excellence in Teaching in the Social Sciences**

Katherine Mason  
Vartan Gregorian Assistant Professor of Anthropology

**John Rowe Workman Award for Excellence in Teaching in the Humanities**

Daniel Vaca  
Robert Gale Noyes Assistant Professor of Humanities

**Dean’s Award for Excellence in Teaching**

Yu-Wen Hsu  
Lecturer in Mathematics

David Rangel  
Assistant Professor of Education
The College Awards
Presented by Dean Rashid Zia

**Henry Merritt Wriston Fellowship**
The Henry Merritt Wriston Fellowship is awarded to regular untenured members of the faculty (assistant professors and lecturers) who have achieved a record of excellence in teaching and scholarship during their first years at Brown.

Teddy Mekonnen
*Orlando Bravo Assistant Professor of Economics*

Malte Schwarzkopf
*Assistant Professor of Computer Science*

Elizabeth Miller
*Assistant Professor of Philosophy*

**Howard R. Swearer Engaged Faculty Award for Teaching**
This award recognizes innovative pedagogy that produces high-impact learning experiences and collaborative educational partnerships that address major social challenges and contribute to tangible public benefit.

Irene Glasser
*Adjunct Lecturer in Anthropology*

**Karen T. Romer Award for Excellence in Advising**
The Karen T. Romer Award was created in 2004 to recognize and reward excellence in advising by Brown faculty. The prize was established by the family of trustee Marty Granoff and is named for a former Associate Dean of the College who was a creative and passionate advocate for undergraduate education.

Elena Festa
*Senior Lecturer in Cognitive, Linguistic and Psychological Sciences*

Daniel Smith
*Charles C. Tillinghast, Jr. Professor of International Studies Anthropology*

Dilber Ece Uzun
*Assistant Professor of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine*
Graduate School Awards
Presented by Dean Andrew Campbell

Graduate School Faculty Award for Advising and Mentoring
The Graduate School Faculty Award for Advising and Mentoring recognizes a faculty member who has made a significant contribution as an advisor and mentor to graduate students.

Meredith Hastings
Deputy Director of the Institute at Brown for Environment and Society, Professor of Environment and Society and Earth, Environmental, and Planetary Sciences

Lynne Joyrich
Professor of Modern Culture and Media

Presidential Award for Excellence in Teaching
The Presidential Award for Excellence in Teaching recognizes outstanding pedagogical achievement by Brown University graduate students.

Tess Renker
Doctoral Candidate in Hispanic Studies

Jae-Young Son
Doctoral Candidate in Psychology

Samuel Smith
Doctoral Candidate in Computational Biology

Rui Fidalgo DeCarvalho
Doctoral Candidate in Sociology
Medical School and Biological Sciences Awards

Presented by Dean Mukesh K. Jain

**Dean's Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching, Advising and Mentoring in the Biological Sciences**

This annual award recognizes a faculty member in the Division of Biology and Medicine for outstanding teaching, advising, and mentoring of students in the Undergraduate Divisional programs in the Biological Sciences.

**Brett Owens**  
Professor of Orthopaedics

**Dean’s Award for Faculty Research Mentoring in the Division of Biology and Medicine**

This award recognizes a faculty member (campus or hospital-based) in the Division of Biology and Medicine for outstanding research mentoring of junior faculty.

**Jennifer Friedman**  
Professor of Pediatrics

**Dean’s Award for Excellence in Graduate and Postdoctoral Teaching and Mentoring in the Biological Sciences**

This award recognizes a faculty member (campus or hospital-based) in the Division of Biology and Medicine for outstanding teaching and mentoring of graduate students and postdoctoral scholars.

**Barry Connors**  
Professor of Neuroscience
School of Public Health Awards

Presented by Interim Dean Ronald Aubert

The Deans’ Awards for Excellence in Teaching and Mentoring recognize outstanding contributions in teaching and mentoring of undergraduate and graduate students.

**Dean’s Award for Excellence in Community Engagement**
Patricia Risica
Associate Professor of Behavioral and Social Sciences, Director of Undergraduate Studies at the School of Public Health, Associate Professor of Epidemiology

**Dean’s Award for Excellence in Classroom Teaching**
Alice Paul
Assistant Professor of Biostatistics

**Dean’s Award for Excellence in Mentoring**
Deborah Pearlman
Associate Professor of the Practice of Epidemiology
Brandon Marshall
Associate Professor of Epidemiology

**Dean’s Award for Excellence in Research Collaboration**
Jaclyn White Hughto
Assistant Professor of Behavioral and Social Sciences, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology
School of Engineering Awards

Presented by Dean Lawrence Larson

Dean’s Award for Excellence in Teaching

This annual award is presented to a faculty member in the School of Engineering in recognition of outstanding classroom teaching of undergraduate and/or graduate students.

Indrek Külaots
Senior Lecturer

Dean’s Award for Excellence in Mentoring

This annual award is presented to a faculty member in the School of Engineering in recognition of outstanding mentoring and advising of undergraduate students, graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, or junior faculty.

Marissa Gray
Assistant Professor (Research)
The Reginald D. Archambault Award for Teaching Excellence

This annual award recognizes Brown graduate students and post-doctoral fellows who provide thoughtful, responsive, and student-centered teaching to students in the summer programs. The award is named for Reginald Archambault, Professor and former Chair of the Education Department, who is a Dewey Scholar and founding Dean of Summer Studies.

Daniel Li
Physics